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SUMMARY

Reflection properties of a variety of building surfaces were measured at fre-

quencies of 9.6, 28.8 and 57.6 GHz. Buildings with metal facing provided a nearly

perfect reflecting surface at normal incidence; however, considerable spatial

dependence and less than expected aspect sensitivity were observed in the reflected

signals. All metal surfaces measured had the typical vertical rib pattern at either

12 or 24 inch (30.5 and 61.0 cm) separation which produces a surface perturbation

that accounts for some of the signal phase interference pattern observed with small

changes in terminal position. Brick, concrete, and concrete aggregate types of

building surfaces were found to have a lower reflection coefficient at normal

incidence, but they displayed similar spatial properties and somewhat greater

angular scattering components compared to metal surfaces. At the two highest

Frequencies, surface roughness clearly distorted the phase front of the reflected

wave. Also phase front changes were induced when the transmitter or receiver ter-

minal was moved parallel to an apparently flat wall. Large scale irregularities

(several rf wavelengths) over the illuminated surface produced large signal inter-

ference patterns at the receiving antenna. A reference reflector, a 90 cm square-

metal plate, was measured as an instrumentation verification exercise and produced

the predicted sharp angular response (high aspect sensitivity) and unity reflection

coefficients.

A line-of-sight path of about 1 km was selected in downtown Denver to measure

signal characteristics as a function of range. For these measurements the trans-

mitter terminal was moved at a uniform rate toward the receiver terminal. Antennas

used for the transmitter had beamwidths of 10 degrees to eliminate problems in

antenna tracking. The stationary receiver antenna beamwidths were 4 degrees at

9.6 GHz and 1.2 degrees at 28.8 GHz and 57.6 GHz. Fades on this LOS path were as

deep as 30 dB, the result of reflection from the asphalt street and buildings.

Similar measurements were recorded with the receiving antennas beamed to illuminate

building surfaces on one side of the street. Numerous signal fades of about 30 dB

occurred, indicating the likelihood of two discrete ray paths of nearly equal

amplitudes.

On the same street, the transmitter terminal was located 485 meters from the

receiver and its antenna was stepped in azimuth by 10 degree increments to cover

all portions of one side of the street. At each antenna step, the receiving

antenna was scanned in azimuth to record the direction and amplitude of signals

reflected from the buildings. Single reflected and multi-reflected modes, up to
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4 hops, were recorded and traced onto a scaled drawing in order to locate the

reflection points, type of reflecting surfaces, and time delay compared to the

direct signal. The amplitude of these reflections was also compared according to

antenna polarizations. For these cases, the angles of incidence to the reflecting

surfaces were quite shallow, 1 to 10 degrees. Only for the case of the 28.8 GHz

pattern was there a clear antenna polarization dependence. Surface rouqhries'; at

shallow angles can be quite large relative to an rf wavelength without producino

a distorted wave front. There were many protrusions along the street such as

tre.s, light poles, and traffic signs as well as large uneven structures. Even ;,

reflected signals reached levels of 8 dB below the direct signal. Lstimates of

bit error rates resulting from the multipath signal amplitude and delay times

observed on the 485 meter street path were included for selected digital data rate- .

To separate the fade components of building reflections from fade componetits

produced by reflections from the street, measurements were recorded in a rural area

where only an asphalt road and a gravel road could produce a reflection. The

results of these measurements showed that the street or roadway provided the

dominant surface for reflections and was responsible for all deep fades. Antenna

heights of 1 to 3.5 meters were compared over the roadway for path lengths up to

2 km. The lower heights did not create large fades, even though the road was in

the main beam. A low reflection angle and greater than first Fresnel reflection

area appeared to cause a lower fade level.

Diffraction characteristics from vertical edges of buildings were recorded.

A polarization dependence amounting to as much as a 10 dB higher signal in the

shadow region was observed with the electric field vector perpendicular to the edge

compared to the level with the electric field vector parallel to the edge. The

signal level in the shadow region decreased with increased frequency but was inde-

i)rodpnt of terminal distance from the F,1,je for Ihe paths measured. A calculation

of the predicted values resulted in good agreement with antenna polarization

differences. The predicted levels were higher than the measured data in the shadow

region. It is believed that agreement in predicted levels of the shadow region is

riot as much a function of knife edge versus rounded edge, but more a function of

the electrical properties of the material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of millimeter wave propagation in urban areas and a determination

of signal levels reflected from several building surfaces have beern made for the

Army Communications-Electronics Comand. The objective of the project has been to

study millimeter wave propagation characteristics in a city environment with

principal emphasis on the evaluation of communication link reliability, dt;tect-

ability, and usable bandwidth as a function of position of terminals.

Reflected signal level measurements were performed on building surfaces of

concrete aggregate, painted smooth concrete with protruding ribs, brick, and metal

sidinq. Data were recorded to determine aspect sensitive of the reflected signal

in a backscatter mode. Special tests were conducted, using a 3-foot square. flat

r 'o.-.tor. The reflector was rotated ii a plane perpendicilar to the trarnsmitter-

reflector path to establish a reference for aspect sensitivity under controlled

conditions. Two oblique angle reflection measurements, from brick and concrete

suraces, were performed including aspect sensitivity recordings. Multipath meas-

urements were recorded as a function of distance for several runs over paths of

about ! kilometer in the center of the Denver metro area. Additional run-s were

recorded over paths in open (nonurban) areas for comparison to the multipath runs

made in the Denver metro area.

Non-line-of-sight observations were made in the Denver area which showed a

surprisingly large number of substantial signals arriving from a wide range of

angles. Many signals showed multiple reflections, most pronounced at 9.6 GHz and

decreasing with increasing frequency. A pair of 60 GHz handheld communicators were

also used in this exercise. Voice quality was always good when lock-up was

achieved, but a slow search rate requiring a lorq lock-up time caused difficulty

in establishing a contact in the urban environiment. Several line-of-sight contacts

were made and a single reflection, non-line-of-sight link was established over a

400 meter path, all with good voice reception.

An initial calibration and gain stability check was performed on a far-field

path with good ground clearance to provide a free space reference for all further

measurements. Because the transmitter and receiver are co-located for foldea path

measurements and are in near field for many oblique measurements, leakage signal

levels were recorded. The leakage levels were obtained by directing both transmit-

ting and receiving antennas into an essentially nonreflecting atmosphere at the

edge of an abrupt 600 foot drop in terrain. Worst case values of -30 dB, -50 dB,



arid -52 dB, in the order of ascending frequency arid relative to a 106 meter path

were recorded with the transmitting antenna located directly below the receivirg

antennas ( 1 meter separation) arid for transmitter positions on a line perperdi-

cular to receiver antenna pointing. ThEse values of leakage level provide a

:eaure of the resolution limit for reflected sigrial determination.

This report contains the results ard analysis from single-path and mu, -ipath

reflection coditions recorded for the study. Included are an evaluation of v t,-

pujtn effects for both urban arid nonurban line-of-sight paths, measurements of

signyils received on ri n-line-of-sight paths, arid diffraction effects.
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II. EQUIPMENT AND CALIBRATION

The instrumentation for these measurements was developed from a system used

earlier for a study of millimeter wave propagation throuqh vegetatiol. . For the

urban studies, the principal modifications were made on the primary power sources

aiid for terminal portability. The receiver terminal has been chanuied to be totally

contained within a van including power gener -,r arid storage of hddware arid acces-

sories. The rf hardware and antennas are mounted on an elevator adjustable for

heights above ground from 1 to 3 meters. The receiving antennas and the rf hard-

ware are mounted on a remote-control led positioner permitting both azimuthal arid

elevation scans at all elevator heights. All the antennas are linearly polarized

and can be readily changed from vertical, to horizontal, to cross polarization.

The transmitter terminal is attached to a manual positioner, powered by

,ageable batteries and mounted on a four-wheel dolly.

The link operates at three coherent frequencies: 9.6, 28.8, and 57.6 GHz.

Beamwidths of the transmitting antennas are 10 degrees at all frequencies.

: 'ceiver beamwidths are 4.8 degrees at the 9.6 GHz frequency and 1.2 degrees at

28.8 and 57.6 GHz. A 60 dB dynamic range limited by the last IF amplifier stage

and a sensitivity of at least -110 dBm is available with all three receivers.

A. _ Ins trumentation Descrji_ttion

A functional diagram of the transmitting terminal is shown in Figure 2.1. All

three rf frequencies are derived from a 100 MHz temperature compensated crystal

oscillator. A phased-locked, cavity-tuned (X96) multiplier is used to generate

30 mW at 9.6 GHz. An identical (X96) multiplier drives a varactor tripler which

injection locks an 85 mW Gunn source at 28.8 GHz through a high isolation ferrite

circulator. The Gunn power is fed to a directional coupler providing 20 mW to a

25 dB gain horn antenna, and the remaining power drives a varactor doubler. A

directional coupler is used to inject a locking signal from the doubler into the

57.6 GHz IMPATT source. With a bias current of 260 ma, the IMPATT provides 120 mW

to a 25 dB gain horn antenna. The entire transmitter is mounted in a temperature

controlled enclosure which is held at 450C + 10C to reduce power variation, in the

worst case, to less than + 0.5 dB at 57.6 GHz.

A functional diagram of the receiving terminal is given in Figure 2.2. All of

the receiving rf components and the low noise IF preamplifiers are contained in a

45 + I10C temperature controlled enclosure. Three parabolic reflectors (18, 24,

arid 12-inch, in the order of ascending frequency) are mounted on the enclosure with

3
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low-noise down converters coupled directly to the antenna feeds. This total

assembly is mounted on the remote controlled positioner. The receiver noise figure,

is determined by the input down converter, which is a double-balanced mixer at 9.6

GHz with a 7.5 dB double sideband noise figure. The 28.8 and 57.6 GHz input

mixers are of the stripline-waveguide-junction balanced type with double sidebartd

noise figures of 5.5 and 6.0 dB, respectively. All local oscillator (LO) ciqnali

are generated from a voltage controlled crystal oscillator which is phase 1,:c'

the 9.6 GHz received signal with an 80 kHz reference offset frequency. The ,jlt-

pliers for the voltage controlled 100 MHz reference (+ IF/multiplvinq factor) t ,

d&ri ve the LO injection signals are identical to the scheme used for the trdaYs...

sources, except, at 57.6 GHz, the doubler alone provides sufficient LO level.-

term (weeks) gain stability for each receiver is less than + 0.1 dB.

, block diagram of the data acquisition system is shown in -iqure 2...

three IF frequencies of 80, 240, and 480 kHz are brought to the receiving van va

oaxial cables, filtered, and amplified before entering an ac to dc log converter.

The received IF signals are converted to a dc level that is logarithmically >

to the rf signal amplitude. These dc levels drive a multi-channel strip chart

recorder for monitoring, and they also appear at the input of a digital scanner

that is capable of switching between each receiver level at rates of up to 100

times per second determined by the data-logging desk computer. The desk computer

is also interfaced with a 5-1/2 digit voltmeter and is programmed to perform data

collecting, data processing, tape storage, and data plotting functions.

B. Calibration and Path Characterization

The initial instrumentation calibration was performed on a far-field path of

106 meters. A definition of a minimum far-field distance is d min 2D , where

U is the receiving antenna aperture, and ' is the rf wavelength. The calibration

ilaith wa.s "hosen to be free of any significant -(eflecting cnmponents from either

grouid or above ground obstacles so that the on-path signal amplitude is not

altered. For path lengths of less than 2 km and consistent with the system meas-
irement accuracies, only the molecular oxygen absorption losses at 57.6 GHz need

to be included. In the Denver, CO, area where the elevation is 1600 meters above

sea level, the attenuation at 57.6 GHz is 10.5 dB/k, for an ambient temperature of

2&K!1 and 50 relative humidity; that value is used for all path calculations. By

comparison, losses at 9.6 GHz are 0.006 dB/km and at 28.8 GHz are 0.017 dB/km for

thL same temperature and relative humidity. The signal amplitude values presented

in the later sections are relative to free space with molecular oxygen absorption

loss corrections applied to the 57.6 GHz data only.
6
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C. Measurement Types
The transmitter-receiver pairs operating at 9.6, 28.8, and 57.6 GHz, formed

the test links for the measurements recorded in this study. Various link corfig-
urations were used to optimize each of the several propagation factors investi-
gated. The diagrams in Figure 2.4 show four operating configurations, and the
accompanying signal amplitude patterns illustrate the results obtained. A
description of each configuration and a comment on the data obtained follows:

1. Azimuthal and Elevation Scans
In this configuration, the transmitter and receiver are set at a fixed separd-

tion distance and the receiver is scanned either in dzimuth or elevation. The
far-field calibration runs were performed in this node.

2. Horizontal Scan
The receiver is set oil a line perpendicular to the reflection surface and the

transmitter is moved on a line parallel to the reflecting surface. This mode of
operation was used to determine aspect sensitivity of the reflected signal in a

folded path mode.

3. Range Scan

The receiver is stationary and the transmitter is moved along a line toward
the receiver. The recorded signal represents a measure of signal amplitude as a
function of distance and multipath effects.

4. Diffraction

The receiver is set at a point with the antenna pointing at a building corner
(knife-edge). The transmitter is moved along a constant radius arc from line-of-
sight to several degrees beyond the line-of-si'jht. The diffraction effects are
measured as the transmitter is moved from the r\i)oSed to shadow area of the build-
ing corner.
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Fig. 2.4 Test link operating configurations.
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III. MEASUREMENTS AT 9.6, 28.8, AND 57.6 GHz

Special sites were chosen for each of the several types of measurements made

at 9.6, 28.8, and 57.6 GHz. The details of the experimental measurements for each

type are discussed under the sub-headings reflection, multi-path (line-of-sight),

multipath (non-line-of-sight), and edge diffraction.

A. Reflection From Buildinq Surfaces

Measurements of reflected and/or scattered signals were made for the purpose

of obtaining reflection characteristics for a variety of surfaces at selected angles

oi fncidence for termi nal to refl ector path lengths of 41 meters to 135 meters.

Exterior building surfaces used as reflectors were of metal, brick, concrete, ard

concrete aggregate. The photograph in Figure 3.1 is of the receiver terminal van

and transmitter terminal as used for these measurements. In Figure 3.1 the receiv-

ing atennas (dish antennas) are positioned neir the roof-top level of the varl and

the transmitting antennas (small horn antennas) are located on a positioner Hear

the top of the four-wheel dolly. Both sets of antennas are pointing at a buildinq

and are positioned on a line perpendicular to the building. Measurements are made

by recording the amplitude of the received signal during an azimuthal scan (+ 15

and an elevation scan (+ l10) of the receiving antennas.

The results for zero angle of incidence measurements are presented in Table 3.1.

Test numbers, building surface, sig nal amplitude, path length, and location are

given in the table. Reradiated or reflected signal levels were significantly higher

for metal than for brick and concrete walls. Values were averaged as shown in the

table to indicate an order of magnitude for the reflectivity of the respective

surfaces. Note an apparent reduction in signal level with increasing frequency.

Most of the variability in the results il believed due to variations in surface

roughness and because of the wide beamwidth, some ground multipath may appear in

the 9.6 GHz data. The data shown in Table 3.2 are the results of three tests with

oblique angle of incidence. Both surfaces used in these tests were irregular.

The concrete building had vertical protruding ribs 5 inches (12.7 cl) wide and

12 inches (30.5 cm) deep at 48 inch intervals along the wall, and the brick build-

ing had windows and other irregularities in the area included within the common

antenna beams.

A test to determine if a surface is considered smooth is the Rayleigh

criterion[2
]

8 -co S"

where is the angle of incidence, 1 is the rf wavelength, and H is the height of

1 0
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TABLE 3.1

RECORDED AMPLITUDES FROM SEVERAL SURFACES

ZERO ANGLE OF INCIDENCE

SIGNAL AMPLITUDE
(dB relative to free space)

Test Surface 9.6 GHz 28.8 GHz 57.6 GHz [one-way] Path Length

2-0-13 Metal 0 -1 -1 50 Meters (Paint Shop)
-- 28 "+2 -5 -7 41 " (North American)

2-1-0 " -2 -3 -1 50 (Paint Shop)

30-14 +1 -8 -7 80 (Gen. Cable)

3-0-22 -6 +1 -9 109 (Gen. Cable)

-1 -3 -5 (Average)

3-0-44 Brick -2 -7 -7 95 Meters Joslins
(Solid)

3-1-0 " -6 -14 -8 47 .

2-0-22 Concrete -6 -11 -19 64 Neodata
(ribbed)

2-1-42 " -5 -7 -18 65

2-0-42 Brick -9 -14 -18 93 RB3
(Windows,
doorway)

2-1-22 " -12 -15 -15 135

2-0-10 Concrete -6 -12 -17 75 Cryogenics
Aggregate

3-0-10 -12 -10 -20 75

-8.5 -11.25 -15.25 (Average)

TABLE 3.2

RECORDED AMPLITUDES FOR

OBLIQUE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE

SIGNAL AMPLITUDE (dB relative to free space)
Test Surface 9.6 28.8 57.6 Path length Angle

2-1-50 Concrete -8 -7 -13 114 m 400 Neodata

(ribbed)

2-1-54 -13 -13 -8 116 m 44"

2-0-48 Brick -8 -24 -17 96 m o 45'  RB3
(Window,
doors, etc.)

I?



the surface irregularities. This requires that the phase shift of the wave re-

flected from the top and the bottom of the irregularity not exceed ,/4. For a

normal reflection the value of H cannot be greater than 4, 1.3, and 0.65 rmm for

9.6, 28.8, and 57.6 GHz, respectively, in order to fit the smooth surface criterion.

OnlY the metal and concrete (ribbed) surfaces come close to meeting the Rayleigh

criterion at the highest frequency arid this applies only for patches that seldom

exceed one square meter. Beyond an area of one square meter none of the surfaces

can be considered smooth for any of the test frequencies used.

'he effect of surface roughness is really not apparent from the individual

reflection measurements, but a trend as a function of frequency does appear from

tho averages shown in Table 3.1. These values are adjusted to path length (free

pace equation) according to a 106 meter calibration path free of multipath signals.
T '1 rcedure permits the effective reflection coefficient to be calculated from

the ratio of the received power that would have occurred if the reflector were

perfect taken from the calibration path, versus the power measured from the reflect-

i, surface in question. Precautions observed were that the surface area exceeded

the narrower receiver beamwidths arid that the total path length exceeded the

boundary for far field. For this comparison method, dependence on reflector size

and on antenna aperture cancel out of the calculation. Consequently if, for example,

a 3 dB power loss was measured in Table 3.1, the effective coefficient of reflection

of the surface is -0.5.

Table 3.1 shows a large variation in effective reflection coefficients for

identical surfaces when a different path length or spatial position was used in the

measurement. The reason for these large variations can best be seen in Figures 3.2

through 3.4. Signal amplitude versus transmitter position data were recorded as

indicated in configuration b. (horizontal scan) in Figure 2.4. Figure 3.2 shows

variations in signal amplitude as a function of transmitter position offset (rela-

tive to the receiver) using as reflecting surface the solid brick wall indicated

under Test No. 3-0-44 and 3-1-0 of Table 3.1. As seen, the effective reflection

coefficient is a highly variable function of position presumably due to large scale

roughness or unevenness of the surface. Figure 3.3 shows the variations for a rib-

bed metal wall with 2.5 x 2.5 cm vertical ridges separated by 50 cm (2 feet). This

surface is the same as listed for Test No. 3-0-14 and 3-0-22 of Table 3.1.

Two scans were made for Figure 3.4 as shown by a heavy and a light trace.

Th- reflectinq surface was a pre-cast concrete wall with protruding ribs (Test No.

2-0-22 and 2-1-42 in Table 3.1). These vertical ribs are 13 cm wide and protrude

30 cm from the wall at 100 cm intervals. Each of the two scans appear to show a

13
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periodicity and a mirror-image character, perhaps a result of the regularity of

the protrusions. The reflected signals begin to rolloff for the upper two fre-

quencies at about the +3 meter position because of the receiving antenna beamwidth

l imi tation.

B. Reflection From a Reference Surface

The data recorded in Figures 3.2 through 3.4 were surprising both in the

presence of 20 dB amplitude variations within the antenna beam and because of the

lack of aspect sensitivity of the reflecting surfaces. To determine how these

results compare to a smooth reflector, a 3 foot (92 cm) square aluminum flat plate

was stationed 58 meters from the co-located transmitter and receiver. The small

size of this reflector permitted precision orientation relative to these terminals.

The signal amplitude plots shown in Figure 3.5 are a calibration scan over a

"tree space" 106 meter path and a calibration scan using the 3 foot square reference

reflector over a 116 meter folded path with the reflector positioned perpendicular

to the path. A slight ground multipath fade might be present in the 9.6 GHz

reflector plot because the less than 1 meter reflector height gave insufficient

clearance for the 4.8 degree antenna beamwidth. At the higher two frequencies no

appreciable ground multipath could occur due to a 1.2 degree beamwidth for each

and in fact no measureable loss resulted on the reflected signal path indicating

a reflection coefficient of -l. Also the antenna patterns repeated very closely

on the reflected and folded path signal plots except for a slight pointing offset.

Using the same horizontal scan configuration (b of Figure 2.4) as in Figures

3.2 through 3.4, reference reflector plots are shown in Figure 3.6. Three separate

horizontal scans with the transmitter were taken. The heavy trace is the signal

plot versus transmitter position offset with the flat reflector oriented at zero

degrees in azimuth angle. The medium and light traces that peak to the right of

center were recorded with the reflector oriented at V and 2' counterclockwise,

respectively. Signals reflected from a smooth flat plate as seen in Figure 3.6

produce a very well behaved pattern with a high degree of aspect sensitivity as

would be expected. The zero degree orientation test was performed in an identical

manner as in Figures 3.2 through 3.4 and when compared to those results, suggests

that at zero incident angles, building surfaces have irregularities that produce

considerable signal variation with slight spatial position change at wavelengths

between 0.5 and 3 cm. Even a large, apparently flat brick wall (Figure 3.2) showed

these variations.

17
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.. Si gnal Amplitude _ line-of-si ht)

A series of tests were conducted to measure the relativi. a ,I it d c f t i

received signal as a function of transmitter-receiver separatioii. Theste t-,ts

were conducted in ar urban area (downtown Denver) and in a rural area uv(tr ,ut

asphalt and graveled roads). In Denver, along 17th Street, the testS it,,Lidt C1

three runs over a 0.9 km path. Street intersections occur uniforilv at a;roxi-

mately 100 meter intervals. The building off-sets and structural ssrfaces vary as

typically found in metropolitan areas. Three additional sets of data show Vi,51,I,

amplitudes as a function of transmitter-receiver separation with recfiver anten la

pointing a variable. Off-set angles of 0', 2', arid 4- were used in) these tests.

A receiver antenna pointing angle of 0 means the antenna is pointed along te

transmi tter-receiver line and the 2' and 4' pointing meatns the receiver aite,,.

pointing respectively 2' and 40 from the transmitter-receiver line. '1 th-rJd set

of data was recorded with the transmitters and receivers separated at 4i0 nters.

Azimuthal scans of the receiving antenna (+ 150) were mad, with the tra;smittiiq

antennas pointing at 0' , 10, 20', and 30' for successive scans. Again tie 0

pointing is along the transmitter-to-receiver line and the 10', 20-, and 30 set-

tings are with the transmitter antenna pointing off-line by 10', 20', and 11)-.

The tests conducted in the rural areas, were along a 1.6 km path over the

asphalt surface and over 1.6 km and 2.0 km paths over a graveled surface. These

tests were conducted to obtain data for comparison to the urban results. Strong

multipath fading is present in these runs.

I. Urban Area (zero angle pointing)

The tests along 17th Street in Denver were all conducted after 2200 hours to

avoid heavy traffic. However, even in the early morning hours between mid-niglht

and 4 o'clock, some traffic was present such as, street cleaners, garbage trucks,

newspaper delivery vans, etc., and, it is nearly impossible to conduct a run withn-

out at least some minor interference from traffic. Signal variations due to traf-

fic have a characteristically short duration on all channels or if the vehicle is

moving along the direct path, a drop in level of 10 to 15 dB occurs.

The drawing in Figure 3.7 shows street intersections along 17th Street for

that portion used in the urban tests. Also on the drawing i a height profile of

the street. The broken line above the profile indicates the line between the

transmitter and receiver which were 2.15 and 1.8 meters above ground, respectivl4.

Line-of-sight was maintained for the entire run.
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The picture of 17th Street shown in Figure 3.8 was taken) at the Broadway

intersection looking west. The receiver site for the urban tests was oil the right-
hand side of the street between Broadway and Tremont (the first inters!cting

street to the west).

The signal amplitude tracings fo' frequercies of Y.6, 28.8, odid 57.u Giz i!

Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 resulted from three runs along 17th Street startinq at

Larimer and ending at tne receiver location near Tremont. The received signial

amplitude 0 dB reference was obtained from a calibration measurement taken witi tn(,a
transmitter located betwee n Wel ton and Glenarm, 170 meters from the receiver.

tracings exhibit a normal rolloff (-20 log R) as a function of the transflnitter-
receiver separation (R). The 57.6 GHz amplitude tracings show an additional rl I (Iff

due to the molecular oxygen absorption (approximiately 10 dB per km at [)envert'.-

lion). Observed on all traces are the many shorter-term variations which are 1w
likely multipath fades, some approaching 20 dB. These variations occur all aluiI

the path in a near random manner. Vehicles crossing intersections along the path
or traveliig along 17th Street in the same direction as the transmitter ca '.ed

simultaneous fades in all channels as indicated by arrows in Figure 3.9. Further
comments are made on these data, when compared to an open area over asphalt and

graveled roads.

2. Urban Area (Receiver off-angle pointing)

A set of three runs were made along the 0.9 km path from Larimer to Tremont
to assess the impact on the received signal amplitude of off-angle receiver
antenna pointing. The test configuration for these runs is shown in Figure 3.12a.
The street layout in Figure 3.12a shows the transmitter location at the start of

the run and the stationary receiver location. For the first run, the receiving

antennas are at 0' pointing (along the transmitter-receiver line). For tiie second
and third runs, the receiving antennas are pointed off-angle 2' arid 40, respec-

tively. The resulting signal amplitudes from these three runs are shown ill

Figures 3.13, 3.14, arid 3.15, respectively, in the order of increasing frequency

(9.6, 28.8, arid 57.6 GHz).

The traces in these three figures are offset to mor, clearly display the

characteristics of each run. All traces are plotted to the same amplitude scale
and a 10 dB signal level is indicated in each figure. The top trace in each

figure, zero angle pointing (RX = 0'), collectively are a replot of the data in

Figure 3.11. The other two traces in each figure were made with the receivingq

antenna pointing off-angle as indicated (2' and 4').
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This series of measurements shows an increase in the frequency of amplitude

variations in the RX = -2' and RX = -4' :ompared to the direct pointing (RX n 0-)

traces. These amplitude variations are a result of more numerous reflections from

the building along the street at off-angle pointing. A succession of deep multi-

pat h fades (as a function of distance) occurred at 9.6 GHz between (urtis and

St uit S.treets for the RX = -4" pointing. Over such paths, more numerous refle-

i ows reduce the probability of deep destructive interference type fades. Th is

data per tains primarily to systems usi ng wide beam or omnidi rectionIal antenna

1, t y, rations where exact termi nal locations are not known or multi ple t ornii [wI

,ierl ge is requi red. Even when deep fades do not occur for these conditionc,

ia .... dittortion may be present particularly for wide bandwidth channels wher

,,-r.n,.y !-elective fading can occur within the bandpass due to long multipath

Tl.. spacing in frequency (F) nf the fade rulls is F = t t

is the difference in path delay time between the direct signal and the

i path signal

3. Lrban Area (transmitter off-angle pointing)

Another test set conducted at the 17th Street location in Denver, consisted

of a series of receiver antenna azimuthal scans with the transmitter antenna point-

ing at 0' (on-line) and lO', 20-, and 30' (off-line). The transmitter-receiver

,unfiguration for these tests is shown in Figure 3.12b. Data from the off-angle

pointing measurements are displayed in Figures 3.16 through 3.21 for both vertical

and horizontal antenna polarization at each operating frequency. Figure 3.22 is

included to provide a comparison of the "free space" antenna pattern and the 17th

3treet azimuth scans with the transmitter pointing directly at the receiver (TX = 0')

for all three frequencies and both linear pola,'i.zations. In Figure 3.22 it is

iiw ..-on, that very little inlnnation on off-anqle reflerted ,ignals can he obtained

with the 9.6 GHz scans, because the widebeam (- 5^) receiving antenna cannot

separate the multipath signals from the direct line-of-sight (LOS) path signal at

zero receiver pointing. However, scans for the higher two frequencies with 1.2

doqro beamwidth receiving antennas show multipath signals nicely separated. For

the two hiqher frequencies, it can be seen from Figure 3.22 that off-angle multipath

,.umponents are distinguishable from the transmitted signal arriving on side lobes of

the, receiving antenna until the multipath signal is about 30 dB below the direct LOS

lv,1  Thi,. applies for angles greater than + 2 degrees from zero pointing on the

mdin receiving beam. At most other angles the side lobes are approximately 40 dB
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Fig. 3.22 A comparison of measured signal levels for 0' transmitter antenna

pointing to open field calibration levels. The calibration trace

(broken line) is off-set 10 dB at 00 azimuth.
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down which permits the detection of multipath signals within the useful range of

interest. If, for example, the multipatn refle:ction were 6 dB greater than the

signal received on the direct path from the side of the receivirg antennia, the

maximum variation of the peak signal due to constructive and destructive irterfer-

*2,1'tr would be + 3.5 and -6 dB. This variation would show as an irregular fri nrlitIr

of the ,peak signal envelope as the receiving antenna is scanned (Vig(ures 3.18

througjh 3.21). Similar frinyiig will also occur around the peak multipath sicliil

envelope if several multi path refl ections are in the scanned beam simul taneousi,.

3.1 !-1uardiLs of surface reflections

If it is assumed that the off-angle peak signals are from flat surfaces of
4 A, c,_,

bui dii);, the effective two-way reflector gain is expressed by 2( log ' I

;-i r, A is the area of the surface, is the reflection coefficierit, z is te

arqiu bitweerfi the incident and reflected ray, iid is the rf wavelength. Tte

yeomptry of 17th Street and the sharpness of the off-angle signal peaks in the

high r frequency scans (28.8 and 57.6 GHz) both suggest a flat surface reflectii,

is a reasonable assumption. As explained earlier in the text, tile A/ 2 terms are

removed from the gain expression when comparing signal levels at the three fre-

quencies because all recorded signal levels are made relative to a 106 meter cali-

bration path. The reflection coefficient (,)) has a frequency dependency involvin

the roughness of the reflecting surface relative to . Some discussions are found

indi cating that - decreases as the frequency ircreases at millimeter wavelengths

due to conductivity and permittivity properties but quantitative values were not

found in a norexhaustive literature search. For shallow angle of incidence the

surface roughness can be greater without appreciable effect on j,. Using an angle

of 5 derliee',, for example, a surface is cons idir d to be smooth hy the Rvleigoh

crilerio (H1 - 1/3 .U ,' :), i I value.. ..! .5 U . , a 2.3'i cm ai'e not e,,_.eeded

for' freluencies of 9.6, 28.8, arid 5/.u (iL re ,l,'L tirl I,.

Another factor is the effect on . as tends toward 180 degrPes (shallow inLi -

dernci angle) as is the case for a long lath down a city street. Figure ,.23 show,'

a plot of , arid grazing angle of an inIcident wave on sea water and medium dry

ground, after Hall [ 3 1 . Curves for 1 and 3 GHz are shown but little information

has been found for higher frequencies. [rom the curves, one might expect the

Brewuter angle, the angle where c is a minimum, to occur between 5 and 15 degrees

i)ri the 17th Street path. Thp reader is reminded that the curves of Figure 3.23 are

over horizontal reflecting surfaces where the Brewster angle applies to the verti-

cal polarized wave; but for a city strPet where vertical surfaces are the reflector,
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the Brewster angle applies to horizontally polarized wave. 1he value of . is
dependent on the permittivity and conductivity of the reflecting surface and these

[4]parameters change quite rapidly at frequencies above 10 GHz for nost materials
The primary effect is a marked increase in ccnductivity resultii ill I an ncre i

. The trend is for reflection char'acteristics frOil a plane sur-tdce to iTi low
(.loser to that of sea water as the frequency reaches into the mi 1imeter wave t)r,'i.

If the reflection surface is large, i.e., exceeds in dimension the axis of tihe.

first Fresnel ellipse, a possible additional frequency dependent factor is thaL tl:h,
phase shift along the wave front at the receiver can combine to produce a signal
reduction. At 30 GHz (I 1 I cm) a reflection at the midpoint of 485 meter path

from1 a surface at streetside results in a first Fresnel horizontal axim diametor -1
npar 40 meters and near 1 .7 meters for a vertical axis diameter. i or 60 Giiz

0.5 cm) the horizontal and vertical axes are about 30 and 1.3 meters, respe
t;eiy. A visual inspection of the path at street level found no surfaces wito
dimensions of this extent, thus meeting the Rayleigh criterion, but very larqe

'-,turfaces with higher roughness factors are present. Predicting the manner in w i:
surtaces of this complexity in roughness will add in reflected signal amplitude
very difficult. Also apparent by visual observations is the fact that fronts of

buildings and frequently adjacent buildings have offset differences of up to
2 meters. This geometry can produce added reflecting surfaces satisfying Snell's
law resulting in multiple signals within the receiving antenna beamwidth. A phase
interference between signals can result and is believed to cause the ragged shape

in the amplitude response near the amplitude peaks in several of the scans.
The 1.2' receiving beam projects an ellipical pattern on the vertical buildino

surface at midpath with axis of about 120 by 5.2 meters at the 1/2 power points

which provides an indication of the size of the illuminated area.

3 ? Reflection paths

With this introduction to some of the processes that determine the character-
istics of reflected signals along a city street, the path was exdmmited in detail
tu attempt to determine the source of the signals in Figures 3.18 through 3.21.
When the ray paths of the dominant reflections are traced on a scaled drawing of

the 485 meter path, the reflecting surfaces are readily located with good agreement
in path geometry. This path shown in Figure 3.24 was selected for convenience of
terminal location and it was clearly impossible to predict potential reflection
pont in advance by siting down the path. Photographs of the street in Fioure
1.25 '.how the variety of obstructions lining the streets and along building frooLs.
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To ,,inimize or eliminate traffic in the path, measirements were made duriiig trie

11 PM to 5 AM hours and the timing of data recordin g was adjusted to reduce the

number of vehicles in the path. By using the an.gle data froiml the ,receiver antentra

scans and Snel 's law the location of the reflection points was calculated. ,s_,]

t'ie distance down the path and the reflecting st rjcture along th- . tre',t were

deterrinied. In each case, using angles where amplitude peaks occurred, d Fat-

paralIel surface was verified. Six reflection points were located an~d ii, eact! cas e

the extent of the surface was less than 1-1/2 meters in either tne noi z.tai 1

the verfical dimension without a major break (defined by H . cos

or f
,-set distance. An elevation difference between terminals 'ade it zific

to visuail, determine the height of the reflectiri poin-ts with reis or. tL

,ix points two of toe surfaces were winoow glas' , two were wood, ore '.a Sric.-.

Crn .,as concrete aggregate. Several otnier refIt, Lion surfaces were a C:,

glass, wood and concrete aggregate with irregular patterns.

An error of about 45 meters aopeared at the scan angle of -2.5 (Figures ?.1n-

".21's while tracing the drawing (Figure 3.24) for the 1-hop ray. T phvsical

i',soection of 17th Street showed a 3 meter high by 40 meter lon'i wooden-;panel

pedestrian vwalkway about 1-1/2 meters on the street side of the curb wnico placed

the ray intersection in perfect agreement. This walkway provides for the l-hoo

reflection (south side) and one surface of the 2-hop reflectio,. The photograOh in

Figure 3.25a shows this structure which is not covered between 1 and 2 meters of

its 3 meter height except for vertical 2" x 4" studding.

The 2-hop mode was reflected from the surfaces shown in Figure 3.25b. Note

that this building has a glass surface offset almost 6 meters from the curb and a

concrete aggregate surface offset about 5 meters from the curb. The terminal

heights and elevation profile resulted in a reflection Point that was divided at

this offset boundary. This appears to xplair tlh sinli- Q!iplitude [)eaks tuat occolr

at around +4 and +6 degrees which matches the geometry for the surfaces of this

offset distance. This same building also supplies the last reflection for the 4-h p

mode and similar double peaks are also seen on most scans between 10 and 14 degrees.

It should be noted that the positioning of the antennas is accomplished by

manual control of the servo drive. Therefore, some speed changes may take place

during a scan, especially if there is nonuniform wind loading, so that a + 1 degree

of difference, relative to the zero pointing, is possible between scans. In the

data collection an accurate mark is recorded through the computer data logger each

5 degrees of scan which can be used in the analysis when re~juired.
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A 3-hop mode should have provided 3 dominant peak on the scans at minus

6 degrees, but this mode was niot pronouced. In tracing the ray, the exilanation

seemed to be that the last hop occurred at the Glenarm Street intersectiol partiallv

shielding and/or reflec'ting tho rav awlv from thp receiver. A 1-hop rmode from thr

-. , , ide of the street arrives at the receive r between i1.5j to 4? der ,n,, and ,

tc-t be idfntified in Figures 3.20 and 3.21 (TX -- 0). This north ,ide 1-io, 'Iod(,.

b-cause of the shallow angle on the near side of the street, encounters nlumerous

ohs tructions in light poles, signs, trees, etc., as seen in the photograoh in

',6 1)C.

As the transmitter is beamed toward the south side of the street at steeper

a q,1 'e (TX = 10 . 20', anid 30'), an ircreacinq number of multiple hops from bujil 1-

ins and reflection from other objects at streetside contribute to the reeivd

,I pr i'1C1i g an' irregular amplitude scaii t ',ilILing from signal phase inter-

feren(:e. As many reflection modes or hops as practical are identified and

labelled on Figures 3.18 through 3.21.

.i comparison of Figures 3.18 and 3.19 i nvolving the dominant reflections or,

the 28.8 GHz scans clearly shows that vertical antenna polarization produces thc

largest reflected signal amplitudes. This could be assumed to be a pseudo-

Brewster angle effect; however, for the 57.6 GHz scans of Figures 3.20 and 3.21,

io trend ini a favored polarization can be established. In fact, the 2-hop modes

are much stronger on the 57.6 GHz horizontal polarization. The 2-hop modes

occurred at between 4 arid 6 degrees, the angle near where one might expect the

minimum c for horizontal polarization at this frequency. It is difficult to specu-

late the reason for this apparent frequency dependent polarization result, but their

'5 considerable confidence that the effect is not instrumental. Polarization

Pffects, particularlv at frequencies above 30 i'H-. are .obviouslY urnlear mnd

H;"I 'i a'-d/or mea,,!Jr~i( nto7 layv ho( ! -s ib . I latnt !,,te .

in comparing the relative amplitude of th- dominant reflection modes there is

little difference between the 28.8 GHz and the 57.6 GHz scans. But when lookinq at

fhe general amplitude levels for off-angle transmitter pointing, which presumalv

result from higher order hops arid smaller reflectors or scatterers, the h7.6 GHz

sca,;s seems to show stronger levels.

3.3 Conclusions from off-angle measurements

From the off-angle measurements some conclusions can be made about propagation

cnaracteristics of this path. These measurements provided a means to separate some,

of the strongest multipath signals present at a selected 17th Street location over
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a 485 meter path. For terminal heights of 2 meters, (naximrrum multipath signals of

about 7 dB (R1/R2 = 7 dB) below the direct free-space signal were recorded at 28.8

and 57.6 GHz for a midpath 1-hop reflection from buildings. Using the average

spacing between building fronts along the street as 24 meters, a maximum multipath

delay for these single reflections is 8 nanoseconds. Based on information included

in Appendix A, a system with a data rate of up to 10 Mb/s can be used without

appreciable intersymbol interference. A multipath delay of 0.1 of the bit duration

is chosen as a "no intersymbol interference point" because the average BER due to

intersymbol interference at a delay of 0.1 of the bit duration is approximately tht2

same as the average BER due to S/N as a result of multipath for zero relative delay,

(Figure A.1). Assuming the antenna beamwidth at the half power points is g'reater

than 6 degrees for each terminal and that accurate pointing is maintained, a fade

depth of 5 dB and enhancement of 3 dB would be expected from building reflecticns

with small changes it terminal position. however, much deeper fades could result

from street surface reflections. The street reflections would have a delay of much

less than 0.1 nanosecond relative to the direct signal so intersymbol interferenc,.

would not occur until a bit rate in excess of 1000 Mb/s were used. It should be

rioted that in order to prevent street reflection fades from disrupting the link a

20 to 30 dB fade margin would be required above a level providing the minimum

acceptable BER.

If a 1-hop multipath (RI/R 2 = 7 dB) mode from building surfaces is present

(8 ns delay) for the 485 meter path at a 10 Mb/s data rate (bit duration = 100 ns),

an average bit-error-rate (BER) of 10-6 and a peak BER of almost 10.3 would be

predicted for a system having an energy per bit versus noise power ratio (Eb/No) of

14 dB (Figure A.1). Without any multipath fade or distortion the link would perform

at a BER of about 5 x 10- 7 . If a bandwidth to accommodate 100 Mb/s were used, but

the antenna gain and/or power gain increased a total of 10 dB to maintain anm Eb/N0

of 14 dB, the above system on the 485 meter path would provide a predicted average

BER of 5 x 10- 4 . The bit duration for the 100 Mb/s rate is 10 ns resulting in a

multipath delay of 0.8 of the bit duration where severe intersymbol interference

and phase shifts occur producing a peak BER of about 5 x 10-3 .

If the antenna beamwidth exceeded 11 degrees, a 2-hop mode on this path would

produce a maximum delay of about 31 ris which would permit data rates up to 3 Mb/s

without damaging intersymbol interference.

Obviously, the degree of degradation of a digital link due to multipath signals

depends on the strength of the multipath and Eb/No for the link. Figure A.2 gives

an indication of the effects of these parameters on BER for a particular 30.3 GHz
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system used in obtaining the measured data for the plot. This applies only to the

case where the multipath delay excends the hit duration. The maximum and minimum

excursions of the BER are shown in F igure A.3 for the same 30.3 GHz systerws with

multipath signals 8 dB below the direct signal.

Ihe use of narrow beamwidth antennas on a link will reduce Tilatf omporlti ,

levls if pointed accurately. However, misalignment of narrow beam antenrlas lcJ lI

greatly aggravate multipath prohlems or on the otter hand a careful iI in,;

cedure could be used to discriminate against multipath. Very wide healnwidth (t

t ,irt ij-j ctional antennas for either or both terMin als obviously iric.rease', multii,,t ,

poutential.

4I. Rural Area with Path Over Asphalt arid Gra;,.'led Roads

Since an rf link in an urban envirtonr. nt ,onsists of hou, dares of 'sIphalt

',trf ets and sidewalks in the horizontal plane and tui Iding walls prii marily int Ihe

vertical plane, it would be helpful to isolate the contribution of one of these

surfices in a propagation study. This was ac(compl ished by settitiq the trmi, ,l

over flat sections of roadway with no appreciable vertical obstructions. These

paths were clear of vertical obstructions except for a mesh wire fence ( 1 mettr

high) with posts spaced about 15 meters apart along the side of the asphalt road

and a power line about 10 meters high with 75 meters pole spacina. The road was

9 meters wide with 30 meters between fence and power lines. The qravelod road was

about 5 meters wide on an unobstructed terrain with 8 to 12 cm hicIh dry 1pra's

bordering the roadway.

In Figures 3.26 through 3.33, the received signal amplitude as a i-nvi-tinn o:

travtsmitter-receiver separation was recorded as the transmitter is mowed a1oii( tho

road toward the stutionary receiving van. The i,,criv(r( (,igrial awiplitide ) 11'B

yeof rpnlre was obtai,,,d from a caliIratif,, meastrepttert takfer with 'he trar <iitto,,

lo,lated on path 100 meters from the receiver. These measurements were made ii thr

-,ame mann- as the measurements shown it) Figures 3.9, .10, and .11 alonil 17th

Itr,,et in ceniver. The path length is longer (1 .6 kil compared to 0.9 kill) Ind the

receiving antennas were set at various heights ahove qround for successive ruins

(3.25, 2.5, 1.8, arid 1.0 meters) compared to 1.8 meters for the Denver runs. All

thr, range inea surements in this report were made with the transmitter antennas at a

height of 2.15 meters.

The most prominent feature in all these data is the qround multipath effect.

These very distinctive multipath fades occur in the range from 0. to 0.6 kili.

ll-rurreinrce'. of fade nulls are in a 1 - 3 - 6 ratio as a function of distarwe aleot(
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the path, the same as the ratios of the operating frequencies. The dati ii Figure,'.

3.26 and 3.27 were made with the receiver height at 3.25 meters with antenna

polarizations of vertical-vertical and horizontal-horizontal, respectively. Both

sets of data show uniform multipath fading in the 0.2 to P.o km, ranige, with io

significant differences due to antenna polarization. The grazitrj atr(le ot tht

ground reflection with the roadway is shown in the upper right hana side of

Figure 3.26 where the receiver antenna height is 3.25 meters. Art angle o' aho,

2 degrees is the maximum for a path of 100 meters of separation, the fiearest sj , 
-

ing for dependable antenna pointing between terminals. At angles L" dejrefes arl

less the reflection coefficient is near unity for both horizontal iri, ver ' ,l

antenna polarization. The Brewster angle, where the reflectio, _oeffici -nt is

minimum, would not be expected to occur until a grazing arngle of at la t , le:

is reached. All other receiver heights produce smaller grazing anles, t- ,,

very little polarization effect would be expected in this data. lhanges in tne

location of the fade nulls between the two polarization plots is probably the

result of a few centimeters of difference in the location of the center positio.

of the receiving antennas with a polarization change. The data in Figures :.2o,

3.29, and 3.30 were made with vertical-vertical antenna polarization at receiver

antenna heights of 2.5, 1.8, and 1.0 meter, respectively. These data are very

similar to the results in Figures 3.26 and 3.27. In Figure 3.27, the 1/R%- free

space loss curve (dashed line) is shown crossing 0 dB at the 100 meter calibration

point. With the receiving antennas at a 1 meter height (Figure 3.30) the separa-

tion between fades is greater because the transmitter terminal must travel further

to affect a one wavelength difference between the direct and reflected rays. It is

also apparent that the fade depths at the 1 meter receiver height are less than for

the greater receiver heights. Normally it would be expected that a lower grazing

anrgle would produce deeper fades because the reflection coefficient tends to be

higher, surface roughness produces less distortion to the reflector wave front

(Rayleigh criterion), and the ground reflection falls nearer the main lobe of the

antennas. These factors add to make the reflected signal more nearly equal to the

direct signal, a condition conducive to producing deep fades via destrUctive inter-

ference. However, it is speculated in this mam-wave case that the reflecting sur-

face area illuminated at the small grazing angle exceeds the first Fresnel in the

axis along the roadway. This possibly coupled with a slight undulation along the

length of the roadway could result in phase front distortion reducing the likeli-

hood for phase cancellation across the receiving aperture with the direct signal.
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Figure 3.31 was made by moving the transmitter along a gravel road. Again

the ground multipath fades are apparent and quite similar to the data over the

asphalt road at a I meter height. Because this road was free of traffic a second

run was recorded to observe the repeatability of the measurement. The second run

is displaced 10 dB to make the comparison easier to view. Even though the gravel

road had a very rough surface, up to 3 cm size aggregate, the ground reflection at

this low grazing angle appears as strong as from the asphalt road.

The data presented in Figure 3.32 was taken over a gravel road but with a

special path profile which shields most of the ground reflection from the receiver.

The first 1650 meters, traveling toward the receiver, rises at a rate of 3.8 .neter

for each 100 meters of run. At about the 1650 meter ooint the road crowned and

became level for the remaining 350 meters. The full path was just line-of-sight

but the effect on the ground multipath is noticeable by its absences. A secoTid

run was also performed on this path and shown with a 10 dB offset.

Figure 3.33 shows the effect on the multipath when the receiving antennas are

raised I degree. This procedure may not improve the signal-to-noise ratio of a

channel but multipath distortion can be extensively reduced.

The principal value of this open field run is to provide a direct comparison

of received signal characteristics between the urban and rural areas, and to pro-

vide a validation of measuring system perfomnance.

D. Si gal Ampl i tude (non-line-of-siqht)

In addition to the line-of-sight measurements made along 17th Street in

Denver, as reported in the previous section, some data were recorded for nor-line-

of-sight paths in the same area. Rigorous control was not maintained regardinq

distance between terminals and transmitter antenna pointing angles. The street

maps in Figure 3.34 show the receiver location at the corner of 17th Street and

California Street, and several transmitter locations with approximate antenna

pointings at each. At each location, received signal amplitude levels aid trans-

mitter-pointing angles were recorded. These data are summarized in Table 3.3 and

show that signal levels with detectable signal-to-noise ratios were observed for

several non-line-of-sight paths. At the 9.6 and 28.8 GlHz frequencies, some of these

paths would require multiple reflections to travel from the transmitter to receiver.

The 57.6 GHz paths showed positive signal-to-noise ratios only on the less complex

paths.
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Fig. 3.34 Test locations using the 9.6, 28.8, and 57.6 GHz millimeter wave
test system in downtown Denver for non-line-of-sight measurements.
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At several locations, the receiving antennas were scanned in search of signal

changes. A specific example is noted in the last two entries of Table 3.3 (2e and

3). Comparing the received signal amplitude levels for two orientations of the

receiving antenna shows increases in amplitude of 8 dB, 22 dB, and 21 dB for 9.6,

28.8, and 57.6 GHz, respectively, when the receiving antennas were rotated 5' from

a 2690 pointing to a 264' pointing in the azimuthal plane. Other results not

tabulated, but noted in Figure 3.34 as follows.

1.) Location lb. Receiver antenna azimuthal scanning at this location pro-

duced signal reductions of 30 dB at 9.6 GHz and 10 dB at 28.8 GHz and an enhance-

ment of 10 dB at 57.6 GHz.

2.) Location 2b. Receiver antenna azimuthal scanning produced enhancements

of 8 dB at 28.8 GHz and 10 dB at 57.6 GHz. These peak values occurred with the

antenna azimuthal angle at 273".

3.) Location 2c. Receiver antenna azimuthal scanning produced a 5 dB

enhancement at 9.6 GHz and a 10 dB enhancement at 28.8 GHz for an antenna azimuthal

angle of 2670 and increased the 57.6 GHz amplitude to 15 dB above the noise level

at an antenna azimuthal angle of 263'.

These tests indicate that millimeter wave signals can propagate along complex

non-line-of-sight paths using multiple reflections from building surfaces. Antenna

pointing caused changes in the peak reflected or scattered signal. At the lower

two frequencies a signal above receiver threshold was nearly always present regard-

less of antenna pointing for either terminal.

E. Edge Diffraction

A potential propagation mode, when buildings obscure the LOS path, is diffrac-

tion from edges or corners. The transmission loss over a diffraction path depends

on the shape and electrical characteristics of the (iffracting edge. A vertical

corner of a building may approach a "knife edge" shape which provides the minimum

transmission loss, if it is perfectly conducting, compared to any edge that is less

sharp.

To evaluate signal levels resulting from diffraction, a set of measurements

was made for comparison with theoretical values taken from developed models. These

measurements compliment the work done by N. Rokkos and R. Johnson to determine

system parameters required to maintain a communications link using edge diffraction

or to determine the interference level which may be generated by edge diffraction [5 ].
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A corner of a building formed from poured and finished concrete was used to

make "knife-edge" diffraction loss measurements at the three operating frequencies.

The path lengths and geometries are shown in Figure 3.35. Three sets of data are

presented in Figures 3.36, 3.37, and 3.38. These data were measured using, res['ec-

tively, locations T1 and R,, a 62 meter path; T1 and R2 5 a 106 meter path; and 1.,

and R2 ' a 146.5 meter path. The solid line traces in these figures show the

measured signal amplitudes for each frequency as indicated for horizontal-horii,itai

and vertical-vertical polarizations and the broken line traces show predicted dif-

fraction losses due to a "knife-edge."

The predicted values shown in the figures were generated from equations hased

on the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction [6] which assumes the incident field At

the edge to be a plane wave. The gain of the diffracted ray is assumed to f,11l <,

as r!d'r i.e. a cylindrical wave, where rd is the distance from the edge. vWhes!

the electric field vector is polarized parallel to the edge (VV polarization for

vertical edge) the field intensity is expected to be less in the shadow reqion th'1ri

when the electric field vector if polarized perpendicular to the edge. MeasurI

data of Figures 3.36 through 3.38 show this dependence. However, the measured

values gave a diffraction loss greater than the predicted values, particularlY, is

the terminal moves further into the shadow region. This increase in loss compared

to predicted values may occur because the corner is not a "knife-edge" as assumed

in calculating the predicted values. In fact, the concrete corners are formed such

that the last 1-1/2 centimeter has a flat level at 45" to each side. This double

edge can be described as very straight and sharp relative to wavelength for the

highest frequency. The predicted values assume the edge to be a perfect conductor,

which concrete is not, and there is some penetration into the material, as well,

at the measurement frequencies.

A different path length was used for Figure 3.36 compared to Figure 3.37 by

positioning the receiver terminal 35.5 meters from the edge in the first case, and

79.5 meters from the edge in the second case, keeping the transmitter terminal

26.5 meter from the edge for both cases. As seen by comparing these figures, there

is little difference in diffraction loss as expected. The data in Figure 3.38

was taken with The trinsmitter distance from the edge increased to 67 meters and

shows no apprecidale difference in diffraction loss for equal angles from the

grazing line. Note that when the terminal was in the clear, beyond grazing, each

terminal's antenna continued to point at the edge thus showing the diffraction

loss in this direction as well. However, in the case of the wider beam antenna

at 9.6 GHz the antennas remained coupled for this portion of the scan but the
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Fig. 3.35 A drawing showing the transmitter and receiver locations for the
data in Figures 3.36, 3.37, and 3.38.
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phase interference pattern between the direct ray and the diffracted ray is

apparent by the wave-like trace in signal amplitude.

Measurements (electric vector parallel to edge) were made on a building with

a double corner as illustrated in Figure 3.39. Figure 3.40 shows the recorded

results where an enhancement caused by the second edge appears in the data between

2 and 3 meters into the shadow region of the first edge. Diffraction loss as a

function of angle was very similar to the results of Figures 3.36, 3.37, and 3.38.

This data suggests that the shape of the edge does not appreciably alter the dif-

fraction loss for the range of edge shapes and frequencies used in the measurements

made in this section.

A study of edge diffractions based on the theories of Fresnel, Sommerfeld,

and Keller is presented in Appendix B.
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(a) Path geometry.

Building//

(b) Expanded view of the "knife edge"

Fig. 3.39 The measurement configurations for results in Figure 3.40.
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IV. FIELD MEASUREMENTS USING THE 60 GHz HAND-HELD COMMUNICATORS

A pair of 60 GHz hand-held communicators received a brief operational check-

out during the same tests conducted to evaluate the LOS and non-LOS performance of

the 9.6, 28.8, and 57.6 GHz transmitter-receiver links.

These transceiver units are intended for line-of-sight operation over a

range of 1-2 km in clear air conditions. General system specifications incIudt2:

Transmitted Power 25 mw
Antenna Size 10 cm (lens)

Beamwidth 3°

Gain 34 dB
Channel Bandwidth 5 MHz
Receiver Noise Figure 14 dB

Maps of the test area along 17th Street in Denver are shown in Figure 4.1.

The receiver location for all tests was at the intersection of California Street

and 17th Street. The first map in Figure 4.1 shows the receiver and transmitter

locations for path lengths of 170 meters, 400 meters, and 600 meters. For each

path careful pointing was required to establish lock and the once-established link

was often prone to drop-out, due to vehicles in the path. The table below shows

the results of these tests indicating transmitter location, path length, signal

level, and voice quality.

Transmitter Location Path Length S inal Level Voice Quality

la) 170 m -35 dBm Very good
lb) 400 m -55 dBm
lc) 600 m -65 dBm .. ..

An evaluation of the effects of transmitter pointing was made at the 400 meter

location. With the transmitter stationed at location (2a), which was LOS, azimuthal

pointing changes of + 5' and elevation pointing change of + 20' did not cause a

loss of communications. Similar results were obtained for the link with the trans-

mitter station 10 feet in from the curb at location (2b), Map 2 in Figure 4.1.

This was a non-LOS path with a measured signal level of -64 dBm. Voice quality

was good at both of these locations.

The scenario in Map 3 of Figure 4.1 shows the transmitter located 25 feet from

the curb, which is a non-LOS path. In this case, an optimum signal level of -58

dBm was obtained when both the transmitter and receiver we pointed in the general

area labeled (3a). This observed non-LOS signal level was only 3 dB below the

direct LOS signal for the same path. Very good voice quality was observed on this

link.
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An observation of link reliability was performed while one communicator was

operated from the back of a truck traveling down 17th Street at about 5 MPH from

Curtis to Tremont, about 600 meters. Both terminals were in clear view but it

was nearly impossible to establish voice contact because of frequent automatic

frequency controller drop-out and the lengthy time required to relock. Three

attempts were made all without a successful voice contact. The drop-outs 4ere

probably a combination of signal fades and antenna pointing error at the moving

tenni nal.
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V.__ CONCLUSIONS

An urban environment presents a wide variety of situations for communication

links in the mm wave spectrum. The ideal link for the compact size of the mm wave

equipment with small, yet narrow beamwidth antennas is from rooftop to rooftop of

the tallest buildings. The only conceiiable problem with a line-of-sight (LOS)

link of this type would be excessive attenuation from rain in the path or gaseous

absorption (in a molecular resonance band) if the path is long. If, however, a

link is required at street level, many additional problems cin face the user. Ore

of the major concerns is interference paths created by reflected signals in addi-

tion to the direct LOS signal. Reflected signals can cause deep fades to occur,

especially from street surfaces and even from building walls, vehicles, road signs,

etc. For wide bandwidth links (high-rate digital for example), distortion may

result from reflected multipath signals that affect the efficient transmission of

information. The severity of these problems depends upon such link parameters as

the length of the paths, antenna beamwidths, frequency, and path clearance.

rhe data contained in this report provide information on reflection properties

from streets and several of the more common building surface types. A series of

measurements made within a 10-block area in downtown Denver, CO, and the analysis

of the resulting data provides some insight on propagation characteristics at

millimeter wavelengths.

The recent development of a very wide bandwidth impulse probe (500 Mb/s),

used in acquiring the data for Appendix A of this report, provides a means to

measure time delay spread resulting from multipath or scattered signals with a
[7]resolution of less than one nanosecond . Signal distortion associated with

multipath or scattering and corresponding bit errol rates can also be measured

with the wideband probe. It is planned that follow-on work of millimeter wave

propagation studies in an urban environment will include the wideband probe at

30 GHz.
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APPENDIX A

Effects of Multipath on Digital Link
Performance

An experiment was conducted by the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences

using a millimeter wave "diagnostic probe" to determine effects of multipath

signals on an atmospheric link. Data taken on a 250 meter folded path with dual

reflectors (one fixed and one movable) using the 30.3 GHz, 500 Mb/s coherent BPSK
probe is compiled to give a view of multipath effects~ l]  Figure 1A contains a

plot of contributions to BER by S/N variations and intersymbol interference as a

function of the time delay of a multipath signal relative to the direct signal

normalized to bit duration. For this plot, the direct-to-multipath signal ratio

(R1/R2 ) is 7 dB taken for an Eb/No of 14 dB. With no multipath present and a

14 dB signal-to-noise ratio, the BER is 5 x 10- 7. At zero multipath delay the

change in BER is due only to S/N changes with an average BER of about 1.5 x 10-6.

This average BER is greater than the no multipath case because fades of 5.1 dB and

enhancements of only 3.2 dB occur for a RI/R 2 of 7 dB. Since a psuedo-random

sequence bit generator is used to produce the data stream, the amplitude variations

diminish as the multipath delay extends to 1 bit duration. Hence, the error changes

due to S/N diminishes as shown by the narrow hatched marked, "BER due to S/N only."

Delay times greater than 1 bit duration theoretically produce no changes in BER

due to S/N because no amplitude variations occur as a result of the multipath

signal. Actually there is an amplitude variation in the system due to cw components

in the signal used for reconstructing the carrier, but this variation is very small.

Errors due to intersymbol interference for this controlled multipath case

(Figure A.1) are shown to diverge from zero delay, where a BER of 5 x 10-7 is that
for a no multipath state. This indicates that there is no intersymbol interference

contribution at zero multipath delay relative to the direct signal. As the multi-

path delay increases, the maximum and minimum contributions from intersymbol inter-

ference are shown by the broad spaced hatch-lines extending to coincide with the

total contribution of errors at a delay time equal to 1 bit duration. Part of the

errors attributed to intersymbol interference are the result of the composite of the

direct signal and multipath signal producing a phase shift in the reconstructed

carrier. The reconstructed carrier is manually phase adjusted to provide a zero

reference to the phase detector in the demodulator for recovery of the buseband
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process occurs with the reconstruction of the bit rate clock and is also wodulated

at the rf rate by multipath signals, but it is a result of intersymbol interference.

A second technique to reconstruct the carrier by multiplying the PK or QPSr.

modulated carrier by four to produce an unmodulated reference was tested. A volt-

age controlled oscillator at the carrier frequency was phase-locked to the times

4 output to provide the reference carrier. This means of generating the reference

carrier produced the same maximum and minimum BER excursions as the injected car-

rier technique. However, for QPSK modulation four possible phase-lock states

exist, but only one is correct. Excessive time was required to obtain carrier

lock-up and data word synchronization, which proved not suitable for flexible lirl

operation.

The BER due to a multipath signal is dependent on the channel S/N and the

strength of the multipath signal. For a direct-to-multipath signal ratio of ,2 dl,

Figure A.2 shows measured and extrapolated values of BER as a function of S/N

compared to a curve showing system performance without a multipath signal. All

values plotted are for a case where the multipath signal delay is one bit duration

or greater. The measured points using the passive reflectors to simulate multipath

are indicated by the small circles on the figure. These points include minimum,

average, and maximum BER as a result of the multipath signal being continuously

varied in delay time over several rf cycles.

Bit error rate versus S/N curves are extrapolated from measured data for three

different ratios of direct to multipath signal level in Figure A.3. An estimated

scale of RI/R 2 starting at 7 dB and extending to -, which is the no multipath state,

is included for the case where the multipath delay time is I bit duration or greater.

Multipath signals in a high data rate channel have a serious effect on data

transfer rates due to increased errors. This treatment of multipath involving a

single discrete signal may not always be representative of an actual path. Several

components of multipath may occur or numerous scatters may exist such as reflections

from irregular terrain. However, the measurements made for this analysis will

provide an order of magnitude of channel degradation for the conditions that may

be encountered on atmospheric paths.
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COHERENT BPSK SYSTEM (500 mb/s)
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Figure A.2 BER as a function of S/N for a direct-to-
multipath signal ratio of 8 dB for multipath
delays greater than 1 bit duration.
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Figure A.3 BER as a function of S/N for direct-to-multipath
signal ratios (RI/R 2 ) from 7 to 13 dB for
multipath delay greater than I bit duration.
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APPENDIX B

Report on Edge Diffraction Effects for
Urban Propagation Studies

When studying the propagation of microwaves and millimeter waves in an urban

environment, the diffraction effects of the corners of buildings are naturally of

interest. This type of diffraction is called edge diffraction and several scien-

tific models have been developed for it. The theories of Fresnel, Sommerfeld, and

Keller will be discussed.

Fresnel's theory of diffraction [1], [2] is a scalar model that assumes a

continuous train of waves from a source at a finite distance away impinges on a:,

infinitely thin half plane screen that stops and absorbs the waves. The waves

that do not intersect the screen are assumed to travel on unaffected. Here Huygen's

principle and the principle of interference are applied to produce the Fresnel

diffraction pattern at a finite distance on the other side of the screen from the

source. The drawing in Figure B.1 shows the source, screen, and observation plane

for this model. In Figure B.2 the normalized received amplitude is shown relative

to position on the observation plane.

The distance from the source to the screen is a and the distance from the screen

to the observation plane is b. The distance in the observation plane from the geo-

metrical shadow boundary to the observation point is Z. If Z is normalized for the

wavelength and the distances a and b by

- j bX(a4-b) -1/2 (1)2aI1

then the ratio of the magnitude of the field u at the observation point to the

magnitude of the field u0 which would have occurred without the diffracting screen

is given by

u -j F(v) + 2 (2)u '- 2 2

where

F(v) exp ( 'Tx ) dx (3)

0
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Fresnel's theory has the limitation that it does not apply at large angles of

diffraction and at observed points close to the diffracting edge. However, experi-

mental observation has proven its usefulness for a variety of diffraction problems.

In particular, observation of diffraction from many types of materials s:iow close

agreement with Fresnel's theory so that the idealized use of a perfectly absorbing

screen does not limit the theory. Observations have shown that the sharpness of

the edge is not important at wavelengths of 10 cm and less [3],[4]. Edges with

radius of curvature which are very large relative to the rf wavelength, have

essentially the same diffraction rattern as a knile edge. However, blunter edges

tend to reflect some energy that effects the field in the non-shadow region near

the edge. Polarization effects not considered by the theory are small for small

angles of diffraction. In general, at large angles of diffraction, the material,

form of the edge, and polarization become more important.

Sommerfeld [5] gave a more complete treatment of diffraction from an edge based

on electromagnetic theory. He assumed that the material was perfectly reflective

but generalized from an infinitely thin screen to a wedge coming to a perfect edge.

He also considered the cases where the electric field vector is parallel and

perpendicular to the diffracting edge. For small angles of diffraction his results

agree with the less rigorous treatment of Fresnel. For larger angles the effects of

polarization become evident. When the electric vector is perpendicular to the

diffracting edge, the theory predicts that the amount of electromagnetic energy

diffracted into the shadow region should be several times greater than the amount

for the electric vector parallel to the edge. Experiment has confirmed that more

electromagnetic energy is diffracted into the shadow when the electric vector is

perpendicular, but the factor of increase is much smaller than indicated by the

theory In general, the amount of electromagnetic energy diffracted into the shadow

falls )ff more rapidly with increasing angle than the theory predicts.

Sommerfeld's results also confirm that the field diffracted into the shadow has

the form of a cylindrical wave eminating from the diffracting edge. To an observer

in the shadow the edge appears illuminated, i.e., the source of electromagnetic

energy. Kalaschnikow [6] described experiments that demonstrated this effect. A

photographic plate (with sewing needles extending from it) was mounted perpendicular

to the diffracting edge. When developed, the plate showed that each needle had cast

a shadow so as to indicate that the light had come from the diffracting edge, i.e.,

radiating outward from the edge.
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The appearance of the edge as the source in the shadow region was used by

Keller [7] in his development of the geometrical theory of diffraction (an extension

of geometrical optics to account for diffraction). In Keller's theory the field is

described in terms of rays. As an example, for an edge diffraction field, a ray

from the source combines with a ray from the edge, as shown in Figure B.3. The

field diffracted from the edge is given as

= D. r-I/12 eikr(4
ue D uir e (4)

where ui is the field incident on the edge and r is the distance from the edge,

k = 27/\. The diffraction coefficient is found by comparison with Sommerfeld's

result for large kr. For the diffracting screen

ei7 /4)/ 1 1
D - [sec (0-0) + csc I (O+a)] (5)

2(2 Tk) sin6

where 3 is the angle between the incident ray and the edge (normally 7/2). The

angles between the incident and diffracted rays from the normal to the screen are

a and 0, respectively, as shown in Figure B.4.

If the screen is replaced by a wedge of angle (2-n)n. the comparison of (4)

with Sommerfeld's exact solution for r 7/2 gives

7T/ 4 .7T

e sin - -l
D= 1/2 n [( cos - cos- (6)

n(2Trl ) 12sinB n

+ (cos Tcos Otx+ )_ -]
+ n n

Figure B.5 shows how 0 arid a are measured. Even though equation (6) was derived

for R/2 it can be used for computing the diffracted field when & = 7r/2.

The formulas in (5) and (6) are not good near the shadow boundary but they do

retain the valuable attribute of Sommerfeld's results of predicting the field for

large diffraction angles. The upper and lower signs in (5) and (6) correspond to

the electric vector polarized perpendicularly and parallel to the edge, respec-

tively. Pauli [8] developed an asymptotic series which can be used to determine

the diffraction coefficient and which is good even near the shadow boundary but

his results were not used for the fields computed here.
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In general, Keller's formulas for the diffracted field show that the field

intensity for a fixed angle into the shadow is proportional to the wavelength and

fairly independent of the orientation of the screen or wedge. It is only when the

incident or diffracted ray nears a side of the wedge or screen that the field

intensity is affected. This effect is greatest when the electric vector is parallel

to the edge and results in the field intensity decreasing rapidly as the incident

or diffracted ray nears the side of the screen or wedge (i.e. when the transmitter

or receiver are very close to the side of the building). For the electric vector

perpendicular to the edge, there is a small increase in the field intensity when

the incident ray or diffracted ray are near a side of the screen or wedge.

When the electric vector is perpendicular to the edge, a screen and a 90 degree

wedge give nearly the same field intensity in the shadow region (slightly higher

than that predicted by the Fresnel theory). When the electric vector is parallel to

the edge the field intensity is lower in the shadow of the wedge than the screen

and the factor increases with angle.

In summary, the following should be noted. The type of material does not

affect the diffracted field significantly except within a few wavelengths of the

edge. The roundness of the edge is not important except that some reflected energy

may affect the field near the edge. The effects of polarization become more

important at greater angles into the shadow region, but even there the intensity

would be expected to be only a few dB higher for an electric vector perpendicular

as opposed to parallel to the edge. For a normal urban environment, the Fresnel

theory of diffraction should be adequate since finer diffraction effects are likely

to be masked by other effects in the meaburement environment such as reflected

waves. And finally, some caution should be exercised in considering the effects

of the antenna apertures upon the observations.
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Figure B.l A sketch of the scalar model geometry.
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Figure B.2 Normalized amplitude as a function of position
along the observation plane.
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Figure B.3 The ray geometry for Keller's geometrical theory
of diffraction.
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a
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Figure B.4 A drawing showing the angular relationship of the

incident and dirtracted rays with a screen at the

point of diffraction.
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